
In that Grumania Jet Models has no control over the final use, no liability shall be assumed
or accepted for any damage , resulting from the use of the product by the user.By the act of
using the product, the user accepts all the resulting liability.

Technical data
Length                                    2,61 metres
Wingspan                               2,21 metres
Scale                                        1/ 4.8
Functions : ailerons , elevator, rudder,flaps, retracts, brakes

Dear customer,
The GRUMANIA Messerschmitt Me 262 has been designed for engines
in the 60 N class like the Wren MW 54 or similar ( twin engine version )
The single engine version ( Me 262 C1 “Interzeptor” ) can be powered
with an engine in the 120 N class.
When building the model , it is important to check every glue joint twice.
Although Grumania uses the highest quality materials , and great care 
has been taken during the manufacturing process, the customer should
always double check every visible glue joint, look for possible shipping 
damages and add suitable reinforcements where required. This specially
applies to the wing joiners and the wing fixing . The model has been 
designed to be light in the first line, to allow lighter engines, less fuel,
resulting in a low overall weight. This means that some of the basic kit 
parts need additional reinforcement to guarantee sufficient stability.
It should be noticed, that the model of the Messerschmitt 262 is a replica 
of the first operational jet aircraft, it is designed to be operated like the full
size one, i.e. this model is not meant to be flown like an aerobatic model !
The power to weight ratio of the model is even higher than that of the full size
Me 262, so there is absolutely no need to overpower the model. Engines, larger 
than the suggested ones should not be used as their extra power exceeds
the models structural and aerodynamic layout.

Messerschmitt Me 262 A-1a / C1 

Building instructions

Turbine powered model aircraft



Messerschmitt Me 262 A-1a / C1 
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Messerschmitt Me 262 A-1a / C1 

Comparison of versions
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General information

The ready built model will have a rough total weight of 18 
kilogramms with fuel.
This means that all parts, especially the retracts are exposed to 
extraordinary loads. A model of this size should be flown in a 
gentle way. Although the GRUMANIA JET MODELS retracts for 
this model withstand even the hardest landings, the model 
requires a careful inspection after each flight.
Use only the highest quality servos and use only drilled servo 
leads of sufficient conductivity. Servo leads should be placed 
with distance to hot parts or interfering leads of the engine 
control unit or engine batteries.
Linkages should be of sufficient size and servos should be 
placed as close to the horn as possible, to keep the rods short.
Special care should be taken, considering the CG of the 262. As 
the nose is short ( and doesn`t provide much space for lead 
ballast), any unneccessary weight should be avoided in the tail. 
This especially applies to the Me 262 C1
Single engine version as this variant does not have the assisting 
weights of engines in the nacelles.
Keep all linkages in the tail as light as possible. A pull pull linkage 
for the rudder Is much better than a servo that is placed near the 
rudder.

The following instructions are a guide line only, we assume that 
when building a model of this size, you already have the skills to 
handle typical demands of large scale jets and that you bring in 
your own ideas and work after your own preferences.
 Make use the advice of an experienced builder if any doubts 
should arise. If you should have the choice between different 
parts, go for the stronger one the better one, or the more 
expensive one. Adding a few gramms of weigh, could be the life 
insurance for the model.



nose gear section

The nose gear section is consisting of a group of formers to 
hold the nose gear retracting mechanism and to act as a 
platform for radio installations like batteries.
Unpack the nose gear formers and familiarize your self with 
the general arrangement of the formers.

Nose gear mounting platform

Note the offset on the formers 1,2 and 3 !



Offset of nose gear on full size Me 262

Centre line



nose gear section

A very important feature of the Me 262 is that the nose gear is 
mounted in an offset position.The full size Messerschmit has its 
nose leg offset to the right side to make place for the actuating 
cylinder that runs along the left side of the leg in the retracted 
position. The Grumania Me 262 also has this distinctive offset of 
the nose leg, this is not only a scale feature, but also a must to 
allow the retraction of the forked leg.
It is important to mark the formers of the nose gear section with 
“right”and make a test assembly OUTSIDE of the model.
It can be necessary to file out slots in the formers. 



nose gear section
Once the formers are marked to give the correct orientation, start
with the nose gear mounting platform. Use the supplied blind nuts
and press them in the top surface of the platform.
We suggest to use a vice for this job.

The nose leg will fit perfectly in the 
cutout of former 3 when the assembly 
is done in the correct orientation.

Secure the blind nuts with epoxy and assemble the formers group
again. Mount the nose retract together with the leg and make a test
if the leg is in the correct orientation.Viewed from the front, the fork 
                                              should be on the left side





nose gear section

Next thing to do is marking the nose gear door, followed by 
cutting out the door.Trial fit the nose gear assembly in the fuselage.



Former 3 is placed between two rivet rows.To guarantee the exact 
position for this former, you should use the forward rivet row as a 
guide line.Drill 1 mm holes on both sides of the fuselage and pull 
a thin wire through the holes.The former is then pushed against
the wire ( see picture next page )

nose gear section



WIRE in front of former

nose gear section

Trial fit of former 3 .Wire is in front of former.



Nose gear mounting

Drill little holes for hex key and fix retract on mounting plate. Mount retract unit with
leg, adjust the correct angle of the leg.Then tack glue former 1 using cyano. Remove 
retract and formers, except No. 1.Glue former No. 1 in place.



Nose gear mounting

Bring fuselage in an upright position to adjust former 1, then glue former 1 to fuselage.
When glue has set, add the other formers. Note the wires shown in the picture.
These guarantee the exact position of former 3 in relation to the rivet rows.Glue 
formers from back side first, then remove the wires and add epoxy to other side of
the formers.

Wire



Main spars

4

5

6

7 7

Shown are formers 4,5,6 and the turbine mounts for the single engine Me 262 C1
A small drill in each former shows ist right side. The wooden tongues for the wing 
fixing ( No 8 ) are not shown.
Start with former 4.Make a thick epoxy mix and clamp the former to the fuselage 
while the glue sets. Reinforce the area around the two holes that take the wing dowels.
This area needs to be strong !
Go on with the main former assembly and trial fit the formers 5, 6, 7 and the tongues 8.
                                               See pictures next page
The exact location of formers 5 and 6 is given by the double rivet rows you see on the
fuselage. Drill some 1 mm holes behind the formers, i.e. In the back rivet row ( like you 
did when locating the nose former 3). Press former 6 against the steel wire and glue it 
in place. When glue has set, go on with the other formers. Formers 7 are the turbine 
mounts when you build the single engine version. These formers can be used as a servo 
mounting platform for the elevator when you use a single servo and the rudder servo
when choosing a pull pull linkage (wich is recommended to safe weight) Reinforce the
tongues ( 8) with glass fibre or Carbon.
Fit centre wing piece to fuselage and adjust the correct position using the panel line 
detail on the bottom side. Tape wing in this position and drill the holes for the wing fixing.
Put blind nuts in place and tighten wing fixing screws. It is helpful to have the cockpit
cutout done before.Secure the blind nuts with epoxy.

Former 6 has a cutout to mount the aluminium bellmouth for the thrust pipe
( single engine version).There are additional slots in formers 4, 5 and 6. It is possible to 
glue two strips of ply in these slots on both sides of the fuselage. (These run behind a
double rivet row ). 

Mark for orientation



Main spars

Tongues ( 8) should have loose fit
         File out slots if necessary

Holes slightly oversized to 
allow adjustment of blind nuts

Turbine mounts



Main spars

Glue in the supplied beech stringers ( 10 x 5 mm ). The formers
are slotted to take the stringers.
You can use the stringers as a base for the cockpit and ply 
platforms to hold tanks, radio or turbine equipment in place.



Rear section formers

Former 9

Former 8

Former 8
Former 9

Remark: By doubling and reinforcing of former 9, it is possible
to make a detachable tail section, but it is essential to keep
weight in mind, as the 262 tends to be tail heavy.



Tail

Tailpost 11

Former 10

Carbon fibre reinforcement required !

Note: shown below is the old version of the tail for clarity only
Latest kits are supplied with READY made tails, except rein
forcements that are done by the modeller.

Rudder hinges placed in slots



The fuselage is drilled to take the 12 mm hard paper tube.
The hole should be enlarged to give a loose fit. Adjust 
elevators and work out hole if necessary. When satisfied, tack
glue with 5- minute epoxy, remove elevator and make the final
glue joint with 24-hour epoxy mixed with Thixotropic agent.

Tail
Elevator plug in



Elevator

Like the other parts of this kit, the elevators are ready made,
the hinges are prepared and the completion of the elevator is
limited to slot the Balsa stringer and insert the hinges.
The kit is supplied with 2 mm carbon rods that act as a hinge 
axis. Trial fit the carbon in the plastic outer tubes that are factory
glued in the elevators. Go on with cutting out the hinge parts
and working out the holes until a smooth operation of the rods
 in the glass fibre is achieved. Avoid too much play.

General



Elevator

Use supplied glass hinges
and 2 mm carbon hinge axis

40mm 162 mm 280 mm

Note : hinges have to be right angled
to hinge axis !

Hingeing



Elevator

Reinforce edges  with carbon fibre

Fill out with balsa block

Rooot rib

Note:
Picture shows  with balsa ribs, latest version
has ply ribs with servo cut out.

old version



Elevator
Glue anti torque pins ( hard wood ) in prepared holes

Glue plug in tube in place (reinforce inside ) 



Rudder

1

2

1. Slot 15 mm from panel line

2. Slot outline engraved under 
mass ballance



main wing panel 
Start working on the mid wing panel by cutting out the marked openings for:

1. Wheels

Due to the special geometric of the retract, this cut out is required to allow the 
wheels to retract fully (the full size Me 262 had the same cutout).This means that 
wheels stand out of the top surface of the wing when the legs retract.
Next drill the two marked holes for the wing fixing screws ( dia approx. 8 mm )

2. Wheel wells

Turn the wing over and mark the wheel wells. 
Use the supplied template for the wheel well cut out, aswell as the wheel door panel
which is a separate sandwich piece. 

Wheel well cut out Wheel doors cut

Holes for wing mounting



main wing panel 
Once you have done the cut outs, you should reinforce the latch for the wing 
fixing, using glass fibre or carbon. Carefully inspect all the glue joints of glass
fibre and spars/ribs and reinforce if necessary.It is also reccomended to add 
some ply under the retract mounts for extra strength. 
Trial fit the retracts together with the wheels. The wheels that come with the 
retract kit have a diametre of 7” ( 178 mm) .The fit in the wheel wells is very 
tight and it is reccomended to sand down the wheel diametre. I put the wheel
on a screw and let it spin ( hand drilling machine ) on rough sand paper.
Unlock the retract bodies to allow retraction and adjust the position of the re
tract with legs and wheels mounted, looking for an equal gap behind and in 
front of the wheel. 

Reinforce plate

Add scrap plywood
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Template

Print out at 100 % and check measures.
Do not choose the function: “fit to paper”
in your print program
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main wing panel 
File out the holes and trial fit the two aluminium pins.
When satisfied, fit wing to fuselage and make final adjust
ments, so that the wing fits perfectly in the cutout of the fuse
lage. Tack glue the pins with 5 minute epoxy.When glue has 
set, reinforce the joint with 24 hour epoxy and glass fibre.
Also put a layer of glass fibre over the other glue joints.
For extra strength of the aluminium pins, it is possible to fill
them with hardwood dowels and epoxy.

Extra glass fibre layers here



main wing panel 
Next thing to do is the wing joiner tube installation.

The kit is supplied with a hard paper tube that needs to be
glued in the wing panel. The holes in the ribs are slighly over
sized  to alow a loose fit as the wingpanels need to be adjusted.
Fit outer wing panels 
When a perfect fit is achieved, tack glue tubes using 5 minute 
epoxy. Do this as discribed on the following pages

Drill the holes for the anti torque dowels ( 8mm ) and transfer 
these to the outer wing panels. Reinforce if necessary.



main wing panel / outer wings 
Preparation

Sand the paper tubes angled at one end so that they align 
with the outer wing panels root rib

Prepare a simple alignment device with a length of approx.
1100 mm. This aluminum or steel rail is a guarantee that 
mid wing panel and outer wing panels perfectly match to 
each other. Carefully check the rail before use.
Also prepare some strips of gaffer tape to hold the rail in place
during the glueing process



main wing panel / outer wings 

Make a mix of 5-minute epoxy and cotton flakes

Smear the mix to the shown areas

Also put a small amount of epoxy inside the hole of the rib
deep inside the wing panel.



main wing panel / outer wings 

Work fast now ! Put the outer wing panel to the centre wing and
use the gaffer tape to fix the rail to the leading edge of both wing
panels - double check alignment, then turn wing over and care-
fully rest it on the wing tip.

Secure the wing in this position with
some tape.Use a long strip of wood
or a screw driver and apply some
extra epoxy to the area where the
inner rib surrounds the paper tube.
You have to do this through the
retract opening



main wing panel / outer wings 

The wing plug in outer tubes can be reinforced using carbon cloth
but it is much easier to prepare some reinforcing plates from scrap
wood and glue it to the sides of the tubes. These parts build a box
around the tubes and make the assembly extremely strong.
You can use thick balsa wood or better 4 mm light ply.
Shown below are the templates for the reinforcing plates. Make
two of each. 

Front

Rear



main wing panel / outer wings 

Shown below is one of the reinforcing plates during trial fitting.
Make shure that the pieces fit loosely without tension. Gaps are
filled with epoxy. Note that both pieces - front and rear- have to
be put in the wing through the rear rib cut out !
This means you have to glue the front piece first ! 
Use 24 hour epoxy mixed with cotton flakes and/or Thixotropic
agent only 

reinforcing plate



main wing panel 

Cut out for fuel lines ect.

This shows the area where the nacelle is fixed to the mid 
wing panel.
The red line shows the complete „open area“of the nacelle
Make a cutout using the template on the following page.
If you build the C1 single engine version, this opening is im
portant to supply the engine with extra air.
The single engine version can be made with tanks (1 litre
bottles) in the nacelles.In this case,the cutout is also for the
fuel lines.
Make reinforcements at the leading edge, where the centering
pin of the nacelle is !

Reinforce hole inside with scrap ply
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Leading edge

Rib

Trailing edge

Main wing spar here !

main wing panel 
Template



Reinforce the hole in the leading edge with carbon fibre and
additional ply wood inside.

main wing panel 



Outer wing panels 
Anti torque dowels

Drill 8 mm holes. Use 8 mm hard wood dowels and glue to
mid wing panel. For perfect alignment,file out holes and 
wrap tape around dowels. Wax tape and apply thick epoxy.
Align wings and let epoxy set, then pull outer wings off and
remove tape.



main wing panel 

The kit is supplied with separate flaps that are outboard of
the nacelles. If you want have a scale flap configuration,
you can cut out the inner flaps, following the panel line
detail. Make clean cuts to avoid large gaps.
Note: You don`t NEED to do this now, it can be done later 
at any time.
This extra opening will be helpful, when making the reinforce
ment for the nacelle-wing-fixing

“Dremel” with disc cutter
or “Hobbico” hot knife



Nacelles
Before starting with the assembly, take two ply scrap 
pieces of 80x30x6 mm to make two reinforcement parts
that will be needed later.The rear engine mount former
is used to draw the contour on the pieces.



Nacelles
Fixing the nacelles to the mid wing panel

It is possible to glue the nacelles permanently to the wing,
but for easier maintenance ,it is more practicle to make them
detachable. This is easily done using the “pin and screw”-
method - just like the wing is attachwed to the fuselage.
Start with the two reinforcements that you just made.
Glue them in the nacelles and reinforce the joint with glass
fibre

Now mark the position for the drill ( 8mm)
Use the seam as a reference.



Nacelles
Drill a hole at the marked position. Note the angle shown on
the picture ! The drill has to be right angled to the leading edge
of the wing.

Tape the nacelles to the wing panel and transfer the hole to
the wing panel.



Nacelles

Fixing the nacelles
The following picture shows the layout of the rear mounting
system when ready. Follow the picture instructions to make
the assembly.

Blocks glued to wing

Right wing - bottom

Trailing edge

Leading edge

Wing tip

Inboard flap
cut out

Right nacelle



Nacelles

Fixing the nacelles

Start with cutting four pieces from the supplied beech wood.

1. Make two strips with a length of 43 mm and mark the position
for a 3 mm hole at  mm.15

2.  Make two strips with a length of 43 mm and mark the position
for a 3 mm hole at  mm13

Drill 3 mm holes

Fix the blocks in a vice and screw the supplied self tappers
( 4x30mm) in.

Put the blocks aside and go on with the aluminum straps



Nacelles

Fixing the nacelles

Cut four pieces with a length of 60 mm, make marks at 43
and 20 mm distance and drill a hole of 3,3 mm*** at the 20
mm mark.

*** ONLY WHEN METRIC THREAD M4 IS USED

.

Bend the strips at 90 deg.

Make M4 threads later !



Trailing edge

Leading edge

Root Tip

Nacelles
Template

Print out at 100 % and check size

11
0
,0

6
 m

m

Cut out template, then cut out red fields with a scalpel.
Use template to mark the positions for the drills and cut outs
on the nacelles AND wing bottom surface.



Nacelles
Template for wood bridge

Cut two pieces as shown.Use 4mm ply wood.
Trial fit in nacelle, then glue it to glassfibre.
(Wood needs trimming for perfect fit)



Nacelles

Fixing the nacelles
Put aluminum strips in slots and transfer position for holes,
then drill and make threads

Fasten aluminum strips and check their angle. It has to be
RIGHT ANGLED to the wings bottom surface



Nacelles

Fixing the nacelles

When satisfied, fasten the strips ,but do not secure them yet.

Trial fit nacelles on wing - you will need to make slots in the
wing longer.



Nacelles

Trial fit the beech blocks that you made earlier.Start with the rear
one.When satisfied, tack glue them with cyano. Use thick epoxy
for the final glueing and reinforce this area with glass fibre or carbon

Fix nacelles with the self tappers.If the nacelles should show a gap
to the wing bottom surface, just unscrew the aluminum strips and
shim them with thin plywood.This way you can easily adjust the gap.
When a perfect fit is achieved, secure the M4- screws. 



Nacelles
Engine mounts

The engine mount system is designed to access the engines 
from the front end of the nacelles, after taking off the cowlings.
There is a fixed part-(A) this needs to be glued in the nacelles-
and removable parts (B) - these are screwed to the engine strap,
supplied by the turbine manufacturer.The mounting holes on
the formers are prepared to take Wren Mw 54 turbines, or
the JetCat P 60. When a different make is used, the mounts 
can be used as templates to make new ones. It is important ,
that no tension deformes the engine mount strap or the engine
case itself !
Therefor it is recommended, to trial fit the engine mounts
“B”, the engine mount strap, and the turbine and to check, if this
unit fits perfect to The formers A, so that the mounting holes 
are aligning. Do not glue in the formers A, before this check is
satisfying! 

Use M3 screws and blind nuts
or imperial equivalent.

Engine mount B

Engine mount A



Nacelles

Engine size comparison

Wren 54 (top) and JetCat P 60 (bottom), with similar engine
mount straps use the same engine mount B.
The engine mounts are designed to have the engines in the
extreme forward position - a must on the 262, to avoid tail=
heaviness.



Nacelles

Before you start assembling the formers, it is important to know
that the front formers have to be installed in relation to the seam of
the glass fibre part.
Start by making little marks on top of the nacelles. These are the
reference marks for the installation of the front formers . The 
formers have little holes that show the centre line. The centre line 
on the formers have to align with the marks on the nacelles.
Take the front formers, adjust the position and use tape to fix their
position in the nacelles.Use as much tape as required, to avoid
gaps between the formers and the nacelle.
Tack glue former using CA.
Glue the formers in place using epoxy. Additional glass fibre 
reinforcement (for example glass fibre rovings around glue joint) is
reccomended.
Remove tape when glue has set.

1. Left nacelle
make a mark 2 mm left of seem

1.Right nacelle
make a mark 4 mm right of seem

Seam

Seam



Nacelles

Drill some 1 mm holes as shown on the pictures. Like on the 
fuselage installations, these drills are for wires that help to ad=
just the former position. The rear nacelle former lies agains 
the wire,i.e. The former is BEHIND the wire.
Trial fit the engine mount A and the rear former. Press the former
against the wire and adjust the engine mount so that it sits on 
the bottom of the notches in the formers.

Hole between two rivet rows
(on each side of nacelle )

One hole on top



Nacelles

Mind the gap

Wire in front of former

The assembly should look like shown in this picture:

Glue formers to glass fibre using epoxy.
When glue has set, cut open the engine mount A.

Cut off bridge



Nacelles

File out the slots to accept the engine mounts, but avoid 
too much play. Bend two 90 deg. Latches from aluminum
strip metal and screw it to the back end of the engine
mounts. Fasten engine mounts to the rear former. Use
screws with blind nuts instead of self tappers.Double check
screws before the engines are operated later !

Fix the rear nacelle former with tape and tack glue it to the
glass fibre with cyano .Use the seam on the glass fibre as
a reference for the exact alignment. When satisfied, glue 
former using Epoxy.

Engine mounts screwed here



Nacelles
Alignment of cowlings

LEFT

RIGHT

Fix the nacelles with self tappers. Use the rivet rows on the
pictures as a reference for the alignment.



Nacelles

Final notice

When installing turbine acessories like ECU ,pump, fuel=
lines and cables, it will be necessary to make openings in the
bottom wing surface as discribed some pages earlier. If you 
make additional openings, keep these openings as small as
possible and NEVER make square cuts - always make round
or soft radiused openings.

If you are building the Me 262 C1 ( single engine version),re= 
member, that the engine has to be supplied with air , that comes
through the nacelles It is recommended to close the open rib
structure in front of flaps and ailerons to avoid, that the turbine
sucks air from here, destroying the boundary layer.This could 
cause an inefficiency of the ailerons.



Ailerons, flaps

Ailerons and outer flaps have tubes glued inside .The principal of hingeing is 
very simple by making cuts in the leading edge at the locations that are given in
the graphs. Put the glass fibre hinges in these slots and then add a 2 mm steel
wire that acts as the hinge axis. The steel wire can be made removable by drilling
the 2mm hole through the wing tip.

1 2 3

Inboard hinge Mid position hinge Tip position hinge

4

Hinge for flap

Flap behind glassfibre root rib !



Ailerons, flaps

Tape ailerons and flaps to wing and mark the hinge positions.The glass fibre hinges
have to be right angled to the hinge axis !

Tip position
Hinge glued to ply rib

Mid span position
Hinge between two rivet rows

Hinge is beside root of aileron

ABCD

A-4mm from root

B-252 mm from root

C-478 mm from root

D- 1mm inside



Ailerons, flaps

The scale fairing for the linkage on the full size Me 262 can be
used on the model aswell.Carefully drill it open and file out if 
necessary. The servo is placed in front of the fairing and can be 
mounted invisible.
The following page shows, how this is done.



Servo installation

Aileron servos can be placed invisible and without the need of cuts in the wing 
surface by using “Krick”servo mounts..
First assemble servo and Krick-mount, then add a thin ply platform.

Servo location 

Krick mount

Ply platform marked 



Servo installation

Drilling holes

Marking holes on wing

Drill four holes for servo fixing
Use servo screws 



                           Safety instructions

The Me 262 retracts are equipped with heavy duty cylinders wich are very strong.
Be always carefully when operating the retracts as the legs can cause serious injury
during retraction. Keep children away. Be aware of the correct switch position on your
transmitter BEFORE switching it on. To avoid damage to the retract cylinders, DO NOT
OPERATE THE RETRACTS AT PRESSURES ABOVE 100 PSI ( 7 bar ) !!!
Installation of the retracts
It is essential to avoid any tension of the retract bodies when installing it in the plane !
Take care that the mounting platforms are even without any deformation that might bend
the retract . Also make sure that the mounted retract does not bend the cylinders.This can
happen when the 2 supplied counter sunk screws ( M5 ) are not assembled. These screws 
also guarantee a defined end position for the retracted main legs.
The legs are attached to the retracts , using steel pins. After final adjustment of the correct 
track of the legs, the pins need to be flattened at the position where the set screws hold them 
in place. This is essential to avoid twisting of the legs !
The supplied air tubing must not be bent and has to run around corners in soft radiuses.
It is suggested to fix the air tubing with special clips or some drops of cyano glue.
The actuating valve has a special function to allow a syncronizing of the retracts. By twisting the
cylinder the speed of the retract units can be adjusted to each other.
The actuating valve has three brass nipples on one side. Use the one in the middle for the 
tube , coming from the air bottle.
Maintenance
The retracts air pressure system should be oiled twice a year with a few drops of silicone oil

Retracts



         Me 262 C1
Single engine version

The single engine version has the engine mounting platform
prepared.These are the formers 7. The rear former No.6 has a
circular cutout for the aluminum inlet of the pipe.

The glass fibre under the fin needs to be cut out after the tem
plate on the following page. Use a Dremel witha disc cutter to 
make the cut.

Then add the glass fibre part that covers the opened area, 
followed by the rudder post that takes the hinges for the rudder.
Reinforce the post with some carbon rovings. The linkage for the
rudder has to be above the tail pipe, with adequate distance to 
the hot area ! The formers 8 and 9 have holes to guide the pull 
pull linkage for the rudder, aswell as the carbon rod for the eleva=
tor linkage. The servos are placed behind the pilots seat. As this
is close to the turbine, make a heat protection of thin balsa cove=
red with aluminum foil, to protect servos from heat , generated by
the turbine.
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Allign the panel lines on the fuselage with those of
cut out template 
Pin to fuselage with sticky tape and transfer the 
cut out line.
Then use a dremel ( with disc cutter) to cut out
glass fibre.
When ready, trial fit additional glass fibre part and 
mark the glue area.
Roughen surfaces and glue parts together using
24 hour epoxy.
When epoxy has set, sand inside of glue joint and 
add a layer of glassfibre inside.

Template for fuselage cut out



         Me 262 C1
Single engine version

Additional glass fibre part



         Me 262 C1
Single engine version

Rudder cut off template

8
8

 m
m

Cut here

New rudder linkage axis

Trim tab



         Me 262 C1
Jet pipe installation

The jet pipe for the Me 262 C1 is three parted.
1. Aluminum inlet
2.Stainless steel pipe
3. Outer wrapper ( aluminum )
Start with mounting the aluminum inlet in former 6
Carefully push the steel pipe through the back end of the
fuselage and centre it on the inlet.

Bend the fastening strap
and drill through strap and 
inlet. Fix the strap on the
inlet. Use a self sealing nut
or Loctite to make shure
that the screw definitely 
not gets loose ! 



Adjust the engine position, so that the very end of the outlet is
half way in the tapered section of the aluminum inlet.

         Me 262 C1
Single engine version

Aligning the engine

1/21/2
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         Me 262 C1
Jet pipe installation

View from behind

Straps

Move the outer wrapper over the steel pipe .Former 9 gives a 
defined stop.Secure the aluminum pipe with a self tapper on the 
tail post,



         Me 262 C1
Single engine version

Additional screw /beech block



         Me 262 C1
Single engine version

Shown here is a very important reinforcement of the tail. Make 
this additional spar from scrap but keep the weight in mind. 
Make it from balsa with additional glass fibre reinforcement, or 
use some thin light ply and make lightening holes.
Saving weight on the tail is very important 
on the C1 !

Glue this reinforcement in the tail at the end
of the building process - you will need to have
access to the area above for completeing the
linkages, servo cables,ect. !



Centre of gravity

The centre of gravity on the Me 262 is more forward than expec
ted. This is due to the aerodynamic influence of the nacelles.

Reference for the CG is the main spar in the centre wing .
You can mark the CG in the middle of the wing , using the view
on the wing spar through the wheel well, or you mark the CG
where the outer wing panels are attached to the centre wing.

The CG is 40- 50 mm behind the leading edge,where the outer
wing panels are attached.

Mid wing panel

40-50 mm
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Cockpit layout



Dash panel

We provide a  scale dash panel as shown, aswel as other
 scale add ons 


